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THE FIRST COHOMOLOGY GROUPS OF NEST ALGEBRAS ON NORMED SPACES HAN DEGUANG
(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen) Abstract.
In this short note we prove that all the first cohomology groups of nest algebras acting on a normed space are trivial when the coefficients lie in any weakly closed bimodule which contains the nest algebra.
In [ 1 ] Christensen proved that all the first cohomology groups of a nest algebra acting on a Hilbert space 77 are trivial when the coefficients lie in any ultraweakly closed subalgebra of 7? (77) which contains the nest algebra, and in [4] Lance gave another proof of this result as part of a wider cohomology result. The extension of this result on Banach spaces was first considered by Spivack [5] , who proved that the first cohomology group Hx(a\%jV, B(X)) = 0, where X is a Banach space, B(X) is the algebra of all linear bounded operators on X, and jV is a uniformly bounded projection nest on X . In [2] the author extended Lance's result (for any order cohomology groups) to any closed subspace nest on reflexive Banach spaces.
The purpose of this short note is to prove that the first cohomology group is trivial when the nest is any closed subspace lattice and the coefficients lie in any weakly closed bimodule of B(X) which contains the nest algebra, where X is any normed space.
Let X be a fixed normed space. A nest JV in X is a family of closed subspaces of X that is totally ordered by inclusion and contains (0) and X and the join (closed linear span) and meet (intersection). The associated nest algebra is algyf" = {T £ B(X): TE C E for every E in JV}.
Recall that a derivation on an algebra A in B(X) is a linear map 8 from A into Af (Af is a bimodule of A in B(X)) such that 8(ST) = S8(T) + 8(S)T for all S, T in A . 8 is inner if it is of the form 8(S) = TS -ST for all S in
A , for some T in Af. We denote by d T the derivation which is implemented by T. For the definition and notation of cohomology groups we refer to [4] . It is known that the first cohomology group HX(A, M) = 0 if and only if every continuous derivation is inner. Let JV be a nest on X and E £ Jf , E ^ 0 and denote by 7s_ the element \J{F £ yf: F < E}. It is known that a rank one operator x <8> x* £ a\%jV if and only if x £ E and x* £ E± for some E in yV , where x®x*(y) = x*(y)x for every y in X and (E-)1-= {f£X": /(£_) = (0)}. Lemma 1. Let E be a closed subspace of X and f £ E1-such that \\f\\ = 1. Then there exists an element y in X such that \\y\\ < 2 and f(y) = 1.
Proof. Let x £ X such that ||x|| = 1 and f(x) > \, let y = x/f(x). Then \\y\\ < 2 and f(y) = 1. Lemma 2. Let yV be a nest on X and E £ yV. If T £ B(E, X) such that TS = ST on E for all S in a\%yV, then T = XI on E for some X in C.
Proof. For every x in E, we complete the proof by showing that Tx = Xxx for some Xx in C.
Let Ex = /\{F: x£F and F £ yV} , x^O. (ii) Suppose that (Ex)-= Ex . Then there exist En in yV and xn in En such that En < E and x" -> x. Take /" £ (E")± such that fn(x) = 1 . Then xn® fn£ algyf, and thus T(xn ® fn)x = (x" ® fn)Tx, i.e., Txn = fn(Tx)x" .
Let n tend to oo . Then we have Tx = Xx for some X £ C. From (i) and (ii), we complete the proof.
Theorem 3. Let yV be a nest on X. Then Hx(a\%yV, B(X)) = 0.
Proof. Let 8 be a continuous derivation from algyf into B(X).
(1) If X_ < X, we can take / 6 (XJ)L and y £ X such that f(y) = 1. Define T £ B(X) as Tx = 8(x ® f)y, x £ X.
Then it is easy to verify that 8 = dT.
(2) Suppose that X_ = X. Then X = \J Ea, where {Ea} is a totally ordered subfamily of yV such that Ea < X for each a .
For each a, by Lemma 1, we may take fa £ E±-and ya £ X such that ||/a|| = 1, fa(ya) = 1, and ||ya|| < 2. Define Ta £ B(Ea, X) as Tax = 8(x ® fa)ya , x£E.
Then ||rQ|| < 2, and for any S in algyV and any x in Ea , we have Fix ax such that Eni / 0, and let Tni = Ba< and Ba = XaiaI + Ta for q > qi . Then 8 = dBa on Ea for each a > ax . It is not difficult to verify that Ba and Bp agree on Ea wyhen a < /? and \\Ba\\ < 6 fox a > ax . Thus there is a unique operator T in B(X) such that Tx = Bx whenever x belongs to Ea (a > ax); therefore, 8 = dT, which completes the proof.
Recall that the weak operator topology on B(X) is the topology determined by the seminorms {<t>x,x>: x £ X and x* £ X*}, where (px,x>(T) = \x*(Tx)\ for every T in B(X). In [2] the author generalized Erdos's density theorem to normed space cases, saying that every nest algebra algyf on X is generated by its rank one operators in the weak operator topology. Thus, from [3, proof of Proposition 2.2] we have that any weakly operator topology closed left or
